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LOCAL AND INTERNATIONAL FLARE: Don Mackenzie, centre, is sur-
rounded by some of the smiling faces from Hutcheson Sand and Gravel. 

“W e are not in a very glamourous industry, so I feel 
we may have been nominated because we get into 
some unusual projects,” says Don Mackenzie of 

Hutcheson Sand and Gravel in Huntsville.
“For example, we are doing the consulting on 

the installation of the beach volleyball venue at the 
Beijing Olympics. You may ask what a small company 
from Muskoka is doing half way around the world and 
involved in something like that.”

It’s a long way from Huntsville to the site of the 12,000-
seat beach volleyball stadium in Beijing’s Chaoyang 
Park, but Hutchenson’s Todd Knapton monitored the 
production and testing of the entire 17,000 tons of sand 
from southern China needed to complete the playing 
area. The reason is Hutcheson developed and produces 
the Hutcheson ‘V’ sand and sells its material and 
expertise around the world. 

This local company has garnered international sales 
and steady growth by fi nding and developing innovative 
applications for its aggregate materials. Becoming the 
offi cial sand consultant company for the Federation de 
International Volleyball (FIVB) in Switzerland is an 
example of the market opportunities this has created. The 
company provided its sand expertise for the 2000 Olympics 
in Australia and the 2004 Athens games as well.

No wonder Hutcheson Sand and Gravel is a nominee in 
this year’s Company of the Year (31+) category. Founder Bob 
Hutcheson started the business in the 1970s as a conventional 
aggregate materials supplier. He tried to develop a market 
for river stone, but soon turned his focus to sand when he 
discovered his reserves were uniquely suited to producing the 
type of sand needed by every golf course to maintain their 

greens. Granitic golf sand has the right chemistry for turf, 
doesn’t break down or compact and can be sized to ensure 
ideal moisture retention for the deep grass roots.

“In the 1980s, this sand developed the company, 
in fairly short order, into the leading producer in the 
Ontario market for the golf industry,” says Don. 

“From there, the company branched out into many 
other markets including fi lter sands, abrasives and 
beach volleyball. People came to us knowing we could 
produce special gradations.”

Current owner Bruce Smith, who acquired the 
company in 2001, has strongly supported and encouraged 
the development of new products and markets. For 
example, Hutcheson has also made playgrounds safer for 
children by developing a  sand that meets CSA safety 
standards for impact cushioning.

“Historically, the sand used in playgrounds was whatever 
was available close by and cheap, like winter sand,” 
explains Don. “The silt in such sands made it compact and 
this contributed to injuries. Sands started being replaced 
by artifi cial surfaces or materials like wood chips.  Our 
sand meets the same tests as the artifi cial surfaces, and is 
better than wood chips that rot, get hard and need to be 
replaced at the end of their fi rst season.  We brought the 
sand back to playgrounds by making it safe.”

Despite its international profi le, Hutcheson’s roots 
are still fi rmly fi xed in its traditional regional market of 
Muskoka and Central Ontario, supplying materials to 
local contractors and to homeowners for their gardens 
and yards. “This is where we live. It is where we learned 
the value of product quality and customer service and it 
is the community that really sustains us,” says Don. U
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